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...one can only surmise the reasons the Buresu stamped its file on him "closed." 

...cersonnel seemed to recall that in 1963 Ferrie had access to an airplane... 

--ererrie may have been the pilot of a second craft...or may have been slated 

to be a backup pilot...Brooks believed Gatlin's frequent world travels were 

..-for the CIA,..A man who knew Banister well has told Garrison that Banister 

became associated with the Office of Naval Intellisence...Tre "somebody," 

one can surmise.,.was the CIA...the ex—-vilot evidently acquired part of his 

files...Included is the notation: "Copies of B's (presumably) Banister's) 

microfilm files to Atlanta rite-wingers..."...Uhat would bring three such 

widely disparate men together in the first place? Cne possible enswer: 

the CIA...Garrison believes that Cswald was schooled in covert operations 

by the CJ4...two possibly relevent documents...are still cle ssified 

--.tbhe likelihcod is that ne was tutored at the OTA's Atsuc’ station... 

rossibly the most cogent suggestion of Cswald's mission in the Seviet 

Union...Thus it may be simificant that Oswald obtained library cards 

.--ihe possible implication of his visits was net overlookec...There may be 
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ard issued to Ferrie pf?
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 ‘ae 7 & pattern here, since Oswald sunposedly carried 

---carrison believes the facade was iniended to facilitate tis entry into 

communist countries for special missions...Ferrie's involvenent with the 

CIA seems to stem mainly from his anti-Uastro paramilitary :ctivity, 

alinough there is a suggestion that he was at one time a pilot for the wis 

Agency...4 clue to Ferrie’s activities may jie in the loss cf hair he 

suffered,..O0ne speculation is that he was mconlishtins...3hew may have been 

asked by the CIA to observe the traffic of forsien commerce...Sarrison 

4 delleves that the assassination team...included renesate Virutemen...Any_ 
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answer must necessarily be conjecture, but it may be signivicant...it is
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4 . : “4 Lye ~ a hn f Im pe 1 not beyond the realm of possibility tnat during tne Your-da2." period 
we 1 

- - 54 3 Loyal 4 a OTA in the city he was inducted into a CIA 

going through with the assassination, 

...ihe most likely explanation is a pragmatic one...the chacges may not 5 

be so wild...The reason mey have been that Uaurice Srooks Gitlin...acotched 

the deal...Gatlin may have detected signs...If fuby did so +e Cuba in 1962, 

oy 

it may have been on narcotics business...!t is also nessibl: that euby's 

1962 trip to Cuba concerned pun-runnine...“arrison ies additional 

ey as . 2, _ Teak a, 2 ato and i of gun-running oy Huby which Me Vie at this time 

yt : ~a] 4 ae ae <r 1G m5 tee Flee oT eee Tee at -. auby may well have been smugsiing nercetics...the allerulions of 

on wy Ty wa Tas a+ mya 7 WwW? On pep io ar Vet one - Fe wg o Gary Undernill...may be quite plausible,,.carrison seecul:tes bhev mav be 

communications signals of some sort...The arrival of Hall pissibly dovetails 

with the story of a new witness,,,$ince no one saw hom do J:, we can only 
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